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 Sunday morning in... 
It’s actually a Sunday morning at home in Cape Town with no travelling done this week and none to do next week.

This means that I’ve managed to get to Newlands to watch the rugby this weekend and will do next weekend 
as well.  We’re walking distance to the ground so I’m now a confirmed follower of the Stormers.  I like to support 
teams that I can walk to.  Millwall were walking distance in London and it’s the Stormers in CT.

I got two free books this week courtesy of my Exclusive Books Fanatics card.  I like things for free and if you’re a 
book fan in South Africa you should bet a Fanatics card and obtain the free discounts.  I bought a travel book and 
a history book.  No surprises there.

Looking up north it was sad to see Ken Livingstone get thrown out as Mayor of London.  I think his work on the 
congestion zone was just what London needed and even I had an Oyster Card and used public transport.  I hope 
Johnson cares about London as much as we do.  I’ve got feet in two cities these days and have very divided but 
still very fierce loyalties.

So Mugabe did lose the election....so Mugabe is still there...so might Mugabe go?

Have a good one...with three tips as usual.
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The clown on the left is the man who’s just persuaded 1 million Londoners to vote for him as 
Mayor of London 
Ladies and Gentlemen, meet Boris Johnson, the new Mayor of London.  He doesn’t live 
in London and generally has previously had little to do with it yet is now miraculously 
transformed into a passionate supporter of the city.
You have  been warned.
New Yorkers...eat your heart out.  Michael Bloomberg he is not.

Se arch ing f or Va lue

 A picture is worth a thousand words...

 This week we used, read, played with....
I downloaded some free software called Mac the Ripper which allows me to take all of my Video 
DVDs and turn them into files that can either live on my hard drive or can be compressed for my Ipod.
It’s a great novelty for me to watch vids on the Ipod albeit with the small screen and having a couple 
of films on the hard drive does no harm either especially as the resolution is so much better when you 
don’t compress.
I’m watching Spooks intensely.  I like to buy a whole series and watch them consecutively.  I did 3 
series of Spooks this week and I’m enjoying it greatly.  This is a top drawer series and if you like 
television drama of the quality of Sopranos and West Wing you should be investing in this.  It’s taut 
drama with finely developed characters and suspense that makes you want to watch another episode.  
Spend the cash...you won’t regret it.

  
(05-02) 05:06 PDT TOKYO, Japan (AP) --
A Japanese civil servant was demoted for logging more than 780,000 hits on pornographic Web sites on his office 
computer over nine months, an official said Friday.
The man, a Kinokawa city government employee in western Japan, visited porn sites from June 2007 to February 
2008, city official Tomiko Waki said. The man’s name was withheld.
City officials said the number of hits discovered on his computer’s internal log was so high in part because one 
click on certain types of pornographic sites registers multiple hits.
Despite his frequent porn viewing, none of his colleagues noticed his activities, which he apparently conducted 
throughout the workday.
“Each desk is set apart from each other,” Waki said, adding that the man logged 170,000 hits on porn sites in July 
alone.
The man’s supervisors discovered his extensive porn site visits after his computer became infected with a virus, 
prompting officials to examine his Web browser’s history.
Along with the demotion, he received a 20,000 yen ($190) monthly pay cut, Waki said.
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More is best
This is a quick tactical note about emails...the lifeblood of much modern 
business communication.

I often read emails that are written with two major faults:

One is that the writer used too few words...it reads like an old fashioned 
telegram where each word used to cost money.

The other is that the writer doesn’t read it over to themselves to check that the 
tone is right.  How many times have you heard about friction caused by an 
email being read in a different tone to the one in which it was written.

I much prefer emails to be a bit wordy if it means that the reader is under no 
illusion concerning what I actually mean and the tone in which I’m saying it into 
the computer.  I write emails as written speech and so they are colloquial, for 
sure, but contain the right grace notes to provide the niceties of conversational 
tone.

How about this:

“Steve, you promised to send me the documents.  Where are they?”

Can you hear the tone?  Friendly or hostile?

With this next one there’s no misunderstanding:

“Steve,  I’m on pins waiting for those documents you promised.  I’m really 
looking forward to reading them.  Do me a favour if you’d be so kind and put 
me out of my misery...I can’t wait to read them.”

Verbose I know but I reckon Steve will send them quicker with the second 
version rather than the first...and you’ll still have a friend afterwards.

© Tom Beasor 2008
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Value
I’ve done two deals with two clients recently where the client has allowed me to 
earn a proper fee and has respected my professionalism and not chiselled me 
a few bucks on the fee.

This is has put me in a frame of mind where I am looking at how I can add 
value to my training to reward these clients and the irony for them is that they’ll 
receive a dollar value far in excess of the dollars that they provided me.  It’ll 
prove a good investment for them.

These are seller’s tips but I know that many buyers read them.

The lesson is this...why spend hours beating up people on the price of the 
product or service when you could be looking at how to create value for both 
parties far in excess of this price battle.

I really respect buyers who understand this.  I’m always ready for a robust 
discussion on fees if necessary but I’d much rather think about value added 
instead of price discount as the key driver for the sales transaction.
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Don’t die wondering
Effective negotiators are curious people...they’re always looking over the 
horizon...always thinking about new and different opportunities.

Good negotiators never die wondering.

It costs nothing to ask and nobody gets killed so if you think it might work then 
check it out and ask.

How frustrating must it be to come out of a negotiation with the thoughts...”I 
wonder if they might have agreed if....” and then find out that it really would 
have worked except that you didn’t ask for it.

In your planning think about what you might do or ask.  Think about areas 
where you might want to take the deal...the edge of the deal.

This is a simple trait...make it yours.


